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EASTERN STAR SKIT

WP Bro Asso. Cond., You will invite the WM & other officers to enter the Chapter

AC (whistle) Come in fellows

WM Sit Down

WM Bro. Warder, Close the door and dont let anyone escape

Warder, OK Boss

WM Bro. AM Are all present members

AM Bro. Cond. & A Cond., See if all present are members

Cond. Bro. AM The three strangers in the North slipped me a couple of bucks apiece to sit in on the meetings

AM OK Split with me later, WM all present are members

WM Bro. AM How many officers constitute a chapter

AM 18

WM Where? What a gang, who are they


WM Where is the Sent.

AM Outside

WM Why outside?

AM He has not paid his dues

WM Where is the warder?

AM Inside

WM Why inside?

AM He just paid his dues and I'll lay you 2 to 1 the Sent will pay his dues now, it is really cold outside

WM Bro. Warder, What do you do?

Warder See that nobody escapes

WM Where is the Chaplin

Warder Right in front of you (Gee is he ever getting nearsighted)

WM Bro. Chap., What do you do?

Chap. Just sit. I gave up on this bunch a long time ago

WM Where is the Marshall?

Chap. At your left. (He really is getting blind)

WM Bro. Marshall, What do you do?

Mar. Go on 50 mile hikes around the chapter room

WM Where is the Organist?

Mar. At the instrument

WM Bro. Organist, What do you do?

Org. I don't know, I can't play this thing

WM Where is the Asso. Conductor?

Org. In the North

WM Bro. Asso. Cond., What do you do?

AC Try to keep warm, it's cold in the North

WM Where is the Conductor?

AC In the South

WM Bro. Cond., What do you do?

Cond. I'm glad you asked that, I'm getting beautiful tan and having a ball.

AC wish you were here

WM OK-OK-We don't need any commercials for Pan American, where is the Treas.

Cond. In the N.E.

WM Bro. Treas., What do you do?

Treas. Watch the Sec. and see that he doesn't decamp with the Chapter funds
Where is the Sec.?
Trees. In the Sec.
Bro. Sec., What do you do?
Sec. Watch the Trees and see that he doesn't decamp with the Chapter funds.
Where is Adah?
At the first point of the star.
Bro Adah do you have a sign?
Adah I have (like this) Sign
Brothers, on seeing this sign given, how should we respond?
All Peck-A-Boo
Where is Ruth?
Adah Next Point
Bro. Ruth, Have you a sign?
Ruth I have, It is (sign)
How should we respond?
All Oh my aching back
Where is Esther?
Ruth Third point
Bro Esther, Have you a sign?
Esther I have, It is (sign)
How should we respond?
All, Silly isn't it
Where is Martha?
Esther Next Point
Bro Martha, Have you a sign?
Martha I have, It is (sign)
How should we respond?
All, It looks like rain
Where is Electa?
Martha Next Point
Bro Electa, Have you a sign?
Electa I have, It is (sign)
How should we respond?
All I love me
It is well and when any member hails us with any one of these signs we should call the paddy wagon. He's nuts. Where is the Asso Patron?
Electa In the West
Bro Asso Patron, What do you do?
Asso. Keep the Asso Matron Company
Where is the Asso. Matron?
Asso Patron In the west also
Bro. Asso Matron, Why in the west?
Asso Mat. Horace Greeley once said "Go west young man Go west", and I thought that was a good idea.
Where is the Worthy Patron?
If he was a snake he'd bite you
Oh yes, Maybe I had better get some glasses. Where is the Worthy Matron?
Asso. Mat. In the East
Oh good, I've always wanted to travel. I now declare this chapter open and we will have the reading of the minutes.
Sec. Chapter opened at 5PM and closed at 6.45PM. If you want to know what
we did you should attend the meetings.

WM We have no visitors to introduce. In fact we are lucky to have enough
to fill the chairs. Bro. Asso. Matron, are there any candidates, if so
bring them in.

(A. C. brings in candidates and turns him over to the Cond.)

Cond. WM I would like to introduce this candidate who wants to join this
Chapter. I sure can't figure out why he wants to waste his money this way.

WM (to Cand.) Are you sure you know what you are doing?

Cond. I hope so.

WM Bro. Worthy Patron, you will take over.

Worthy Patron (to Alter) Do you promise to pay your dues promptly?

Cond. I do.

Worthy Patron Do you have 25 weeks?

Cond. Yes.

WM Hand it over (aside) He doesn't know it but the fee is $12.60. I'll
take care of the rest of it.

WM OK your in.

Cond. Oh happy day, Father will be proud of me.

WM (to Cand.) Take our new Bro. to the 6 points of the star for instruction
in the sublime virtues they exemplify.

Adah Mt (shakes hand)

Ruth " " "

Esther " " "

Martha " " "

Eleota " " "

Worthy Patron My Bro., I am sure you have gained a great inspiration from the
Impressive lessons taught by our star points. I now direct your attention
onto the lighted star in the East. I don't know what it
means, but it surely is pretty isn't it. Bro. Cond., you will conduct
our Bro. to the Asso. Patron, for further inspiration & instruction.

Asso Patron Do your feet hurt?

Candidate They sure do.

Asso Patron Then you have had enough inspiration. Bro. Cond., return out Bro
to the Worthy Patron.

WM Have you gained any knowledge from this beautiful imitation?

Cond. I sure have. I think I should have joined the Salvation Army. My feet
hurt and I am hungry.

WM By golly, I'm hungry too. Let's go. I think there is food upstairs.

Chapter is closed.